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Entries will open in the New Year for those aged 11-16 living in the UK. We’ll
announce more information nearer the date. Your writing can be on any theme
so get your thinking caps on! Don’t forget, you can read all about our 2021
winners in our FREE summer 2021 issue, available on our website:
www.paperboundmag.com
In 2021, the competition was judged by brilliant YA author, Caroline Logan,
and we were lucky enough to be sponsored by Cranachan Publishing.

If you think that could be you, please drop us an email:
paperboundmagazine@outlook.com
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plenty of author interviews and book reviews for you to enjoy too.
There was another record number of submissions for this issue and the
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Given how popular
Enola Holmes is now,
it's surprising for me
to remember how the
series started: as a
mundane matter of
business. One day
my current editor
phoned asking for a
story set “in deepest,
darkest London at the
time of Jack the Ripper.” I nearly said,
“No, thanks, I don't do historical
fiction,” but I hated to turn down this
6
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editor, for whom I had written a couple
of series set in the times of King Arthur
and Robin Hood. If only I could think of
a similar legendary hero from Victorian
London....
And of course,
that was
Sherlock Holmes!
I knew him well,
loved him, and
considered
that he badly
needed a female
family member to
set him straight
about a thing or
two concerning women. After I focused
on Sherlock, the concept of his much
younger sister came together very

quickly. I knew at once that she would
be Enola, a genuine Victorian name
which, written backwards, spells
“alone.” I knew how to begin: her
mother disappeared, Sherlock and
Mycroft wanted to put her into a
finishing school, and Enola ran away to
find her mother. I knew that she would
be a brilliant investigator, but she would
find missing persons rather than solve
murders.
Preparing to undertake this project, I
did exhaustive research, after which I
expected to write a dozen or more
mystery novels, but noo! It turned out,
Enola had her own ideas. She insisted
on character arc, reaching out for her
brothers, finding her mother, and
disregarding my plans. She brought the
(original) series to an end after a mere
six titles, which, in brief, are: Enola
Holmes and the Missing Marquess, LeftHanded Lady, Bizarre Bouquets,
Peculiar Pink Fan, Cryptic Crinoline and
Disappearing Duchess.

It feels glorious, amazing, thrilling and
a bit surreal. Sometimes I get the
irrational notion that all my dozens of
other characters in all my other novels
are jealous of Enola Holmes, that every
single one of them wants a movie too,
that they can't understand and they are
hurt. However, there's nothing I can do
about it, so I just wish they would get

over it. And I love, adore, and cherish
the Enola Holmes movie.

Because my mother had a complete tenvolume set of Sir Alfred Conan Doyle, of
course I read all of the Sherlock Holmes
stories, but I didn't focus on mystery at
an early age. I was too busy reading all
the Black Stallion books by Walter
Farley, and any other book about horses
I could get my hands on. I also
glommed onto a lot of dog-related
stories – Silver Chief, Dog of the North!
Lad, A Dog! Big Red! And of course,
Jack London books. Then, when my
older brothers brought novels home
from their college English Literature
classes, I took to reading those, starting
with A Tale of Two Cities by Dickens,
and from there right on into Steinbeck,
Paul Gallico, Robb White and whatever
else was lying around the house. Also, I
had an Irish aunt who kept me
constantly supplied with tales of
leprechauns. I was one of those kids
who would read, or at least attempt to
read, almost anything.
PaperBound Magazine
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horses, such as Not on a White Horse and
Boy on a Black Horse. And then I just
kept on writing more and different
things.

What led me into writing fantasy is that
I had lots and lots of vivid, yearning
daydreams that I needed to offload,
fragments of story filling my head to the
point of distraction – but they did not
seem to work in the real world I knew.
So, after months of frustration, I
invented fantasy worlds for the sake of
telling my stories. At first, I just wrote
adventures set in
imaginary places. But
then the mythology
and magic and
mysticism of
Otherwhere began to
take hold of me, and
increasingly I realized
that somehow it was all deeply
important. It turned out, as I realized in
hindsight, that I was taking my own
emotions and conflicts and spirituality,
giving them human forms and names
and horses and swords, then letting
them loose on a landscape that mirrored
my inner self. In every novel in which
my hero princes quested, they helped me
find myself a little bit more. But
eventually, after a decade of writing only
mythic fantasy, I became more
interested in turning my eyes outward,
in a feminist way. I started writing
contemporary fantasy about strong
women and girls, such as The Hex Witch
of Seldom. Also, I started writing
realistic fiction involving girls and
8
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Another Enola Holmes book is already
in my editor's hands,
and right this
moment, as I
complete this
sentence, I am
supposed to be
brainstorming a title
for it. Circumstantial
Cecily? Annoying Alistairs? Never
mind; I'll continue cogitating.... Cecily
Alistair is Enola's best friend, by the
way, in case you didn't know. And I am
working on another Enola Holmes
novel, but I only have half of a very
much fraught and tenuous first draft so
far, so please don't hold your breath.

Knowing that you are probably going to
make a fool of yourself but having the
patient fortitude to do it anyway, for
weeks and months and years, over and
over again, just because you need to,

because words sing in you.

’

I didn't exactly choose to be a writer; I
just wrote because I needed to,
emotionally. It was a different world
back then; girls weren't expected to do
anything ambitious. It took me until
midlife to get myself sorted out, but
since then I have sometimes thought I
would like to be a counselor or a
therapist, someone to listen to people
who need to talk about their problems
and uncertainties. I don't know whether
I could give advice, but I do know I
could empathize. I believe almost
anything and judge no one.

First of all, you should be focused on
what you want to write, not thinking
about how to get it published. Write to
be who you are and tell your truth, not
to please other people. Don't fuss about
fitting into a format – genre, word
count, that sort of thing. But at the same
time, paradoxically, you must be able to
learn how to write well; you must learn
the craft of writing, from other, more
experienced people. Learning to write is
a tricky process, a balancing act between
self and art. Expect it to be difficult,
and accept that TTT, Things Take
Time.
PB

’
Today I saw something that was so random I think it begs to be
a prompt. So, what is the story behind a large, single, totally
scarlet man's shoe – I mean laces, uppers, soles, all bright red
and huge – sitting in the middle of a post office parking lot?

Nancy Springer is a lifelong professional fiction writer who has
published almost sixty novels in genres including mythic fantasy,
contemporary fiction, magical realism, and mystery, but her most
popular works, no contest, are a series of short novels about
Enola Holmes, Sherlock Holmes’ younger sister. “Enola Holmes,”
released by Netflix in 2020, has been very popular, and a sequel
film is on the way.
The Enola Holmes Mysteries are all available for the first time in the
UK NOW—published by Hot Key Books.
The latest book in the Enola Holmes Mysteries, Enola Holmes and the Black
Barouche is also out now in the UK and USA. It is also available, or soon to be
available, in Poland, Korea, France, Spain, Australia and Germany.
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by Carolyn Ward

llie was a crow goddess, descended from the crow-people of
the western mountains. She kept the wits and wiles of the

bird in her heart and, when she slept, she always flew in her
dreams.
With every new crow goddess, the birds flew a little further
east. A little closer to the sunrise, the brightness of the morning. A

little further away from the safe darkness of the mountains, where
the crows wheeled freely in the gloaming.
Ellie liked the light, held her stick forth and watched the
sunshine flood it with gold. She knew instinctively that the future of
her kind lay further east, and she encouraged the birds to stay close.
They gathered before her, clacking hellos and tapping their beaks
respectfully into the sandy soil. The light glossed their feathers inky

10
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blue, and Ellie smiled at them all.
The danger of being seen increased every day, so the crows

pressed close and hid her skinned parts with their black feathers, tight
in trees and copses. She smelled the people, the tall unfeathered, and
gazed in wonder at their sun-bronzed skin, their soft flowing robes of
white.

Then the day came, when she found one close enough to touch,
an unfeathered boy who gazed at her in wonder with his blue star eyes.
They fell in love and their destinies mingled, finally settling where
west meets east in a land of darkness and light. The years passed, as

years do, and Ellie gave birth to a beautiful girl; a girl with blue star
eyes but also flowing ink-black hair. She was the next crow goddess,
and Ellie wrapped her tightly in warm, soft feathers and promised to
teach her to fly.

PB

Carolyn Ward was born in the Midlands where
she studied for an English degree before working
as a retail jeweller. She lived in Manchester for
several years, before moving back to South
Staffordshire to raise her family.
She writes chapter books, middle grade,
and lots of flash fiction.
Follow Carolyn on Twitter:
@Viking_Ma
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Green
Pens
&Serious
Hats

Milton the Mighty author, and freelance
editor, Emma Read, shares a masterclass

I

on her editing process.
love a green pen.

most books you read are edited many,

Yes, I know, it’s the dreaded
editing pen … but that’s the thing –

I love editing!
All writers are
editors (whether you
like it or not!). It
doesn’t matter
whether you’re at

school with a green
pen, or at home on a

“

edit. We all go back and change things
around, check our spelling, and make sure

our characters have the same colour eyes,
at the end of the book, as they did at the
beginning!
You might be surprised to learn that
PaperBound Magazine

maybe a friend or writing partner, then by
an agent (the person who helps them get

It doesn’t matter
whether you’re at
school with a green
pen, or at home on a
computer. We all
edit.

computer. We all

12

many times. By the author themselves, and

”

the book to a

publisher), and then
by multiple editors
who work for the
publisher. Selfpublished novels are

the same, except an
author might pay a
professional editor to

help them, rather than relying on a
traditional publisher.
But, in all cases, the editing begins
with the writer. You take off your ‘author’
hat (the red velvet one, with a feather and a
playing card tucked in the satin band) and

replace it with your ‘editor’ hat (a very
serious affair, in tweed, with a no-nonsense

along.


And the end needs to be satisfying.

brim). Then you open up your novel, or
story, and think:

Where to Begin? With a View.
Accepted wisdom is to wait a while.
This allows your brain to detach itself
from the story and enable you to approach

Next, pull your parachute to slow your
fall. Now you’re getting into the really
good stuff, so take your time.


how they talk – does your dialogue

it at a distance. This can help you spot

feel natural when you read it out

errors, or areas you’re less happy with –

loud? Is there enough dialogue … or

the mind refocuses and suddenly, you can

too much?

see you’ve missed a word, a character, a
plot point.



are there lots of obstacles in the way

can’t wait. Sometimes enthusiasm is

of your characters reaching their

exactly what’s required.

Start big, then zoom in. Imagine you’re

What about those goals – are they
strong enough to be interesting, and

But don’t feel too bad if you simply

Either way, my advice is the same.

Are your characters realistic? Look at

goal? Is your villain also believable?


Have you created tension – is the

narrative thrilling enough to keep

skydiving into your words, exploring your

your reader hooked?

work from above.


Has your character changed as a
result of their story journey? Do they

First you can see the whole landscape, in

get what they wanted, or instead,

other words: the plot, the characters’ main

what they need?

goals, the setting. If there’s anything there
that doesn’t fit, or feels like it needs more
excitement or explanation, make a note of

it on your editing to-do list.




Take it all in from your slow-falling,
bird’s-eye view. If you have a magic
system, examine it to make sure it makes

sense and you know what the rules are.

Look at the beginning – it needs to

Study the world you’ve built and check it’s

hook the reader in.

complete and interesting.

The middle needs to carry them
PaperBound Magazine
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Finally, as you come in for your landing,

(blue eyes, still blue eyes!) and for what’s

check your speed, direction, and target. In

called ‘house style.’ So, does your publisher

other words:

use an – or —, for example. Do they use



spelling, punctuation and sentences.



Look for repeated words and too
many sentences
that start the
same (for
example: I went,

She said,
Suddenly, etc.)


Try out a

Finally, the proof-reader goes over the

“

words with a fine
toothcomb. Have

If you’re not careful,
you can edit a story
forever. There has to
come a time when you’re
happy that it’s ‘good
enough’.

catchy opening

you written he
instead of the by
mistake (a
computer spell-

”

checker won’t pick
this up)? They’ll

spot extra spaces after a full stop and put

line, and a punchy last line.


spelled or spelt, . . . or …

commas around your subordinate clauses.

Make sure your dialogue is laid out
correctly

They are eagle-eyed.
And When Does It End?
If you’re not careful, you can edit a story

For published novels, the final stages of

forever. There has to come a time when

editing are usually done by a professional

you’re happy that it’s ‘good enough’.

copyeditor and proof-reader. Copy editing

Usually if you find you’re down to making

happens at the end of the skydive when

minute changes (actually, I think green

you’re pretty sure the book or story is

eyes would look nice).

PB

complete and is a check for consistency

Emma Read
Emma Read is the author of Milton the Mighty and Milton the
Megastar, and edits as EmDashED.

Find her on social media at: @em_editorial (Twitter)
and emdash_ed (Instagram)
Have your first page edited for free at:
https://emmareadauthor.wixsite.com/
emdashed
14
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Can you tell us a little about Terciel

and Elinor and what readers can expect

the one I most wanted to tell, so it became
my next book.

from it?
Terciel and Elinor tells the story of Sabriel’s
parents when they are young, they first
meet, and are drawn together in the endless
efforts to keep the Dead from returning to
Life and wreaking havoc. Elinor has grown
up in Ancelstierre knowing nothing of the
Old Kingdom or any kind of magic, until
she meets Terciel, the current Abhorsen-inWaiting, who has come south with his
great-aunt, the Abhorsen Tizanael, to
investigate an oddity. Adventure ensures! I
think I have had this story partly in mind
ever since I wrote Sabriel in the early 1990s,
as her mother appears so briefly and her
father only a little more. I always wondered
myself about their lives, how they met and
so on, and eventually their story became

You have created something quite special
with The Old Kingdom series of books there’s such a mix of myth, love, magic
and death. Where do you find your
inspiration?
Inspiration is everywhere! From very small
details to very big emotions, all kinds of
things influence me. Reading, both fiction
and non-fiction (particularly history) has
always been a big element. So has art and
music, and the natural world, and artefacts,
things created by people for utilitarian or
aesthetic reasons. Real life is also an
inspiration, experiences I have had myself,
or emotions I have felt, but also from the
observation of other people, including
family and friends but also complete
strangers: I might note something about
their behaviour or movement or how they
dress or look in the two minutes I see them
out the window of a car, never to see them
again, and they will never know I have
found something in them to give to a
character, or inform some action or provide
a small but important detail.
You’ve written so many brilliant series
of books with lots of different
characters and very detailed world

building. How do you plan, organise and
keep on top of all the different
components?
I am not all that organised. I do write
chapter outlines after I have done some
PaperBound Magazine
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preliminary writing, but then I don’t
follow the outline. I still do it, because I
think the act of outlining is helpful for me
to work out the story, even if it won’t be
followed. Apart from that, I write notes
from time to time, but again rarely refer to
them. Apart from that, it is mostly in my
head, though I do have to go back and
re-read my own work to remind myself
of key details if I am returning to a series
like the Old
Kingdom.
Do you find you
discover more
about the world as
you write, or do you
plan it in advance?

PaperBound
PaperBoundMagazine
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music soundtracks. Does music ever
influence or inspire your own work

throughout the worldbuilding/writing
process?
I often look to music to prime my
emotions. If I am writing a very sad
scene, for example, I might listen to the
march from Purcell’s “Music for the
Funeral of Queen
Mary” or if writing a
high energy fight scene
I could crank up Led
Zeppelin’s “Whole
Lotta Love”. A lot of
writing is about
emotional transfer. If I
can feel something and
capture that emotion
properly, then the reader will feel it too,
and remember the feeling. This is part of
what makes stories have a lasting impact.

I like to
“discover

the world
as I go
along…

I like to discover the
world as I go along, working out only
what I need for the story. Of course, over
time, the details accumulate, which
requires checking back to make sure that
everything fits together properly.
Sometimes I will write something ahead
of the story which defines some key world
-building aspects, but usually this is a
prose sequence which will be integrated
into the book, not simply planning details.
Every fantasy writer approaches this
differently, of course, which is important
to bear in mind, and it may vary from
book to book. There is no one true path to
believable world creation.

18

Fantasy is often linked to incredible

”

Are there any other authors out there
who you admire and, if so, why?

There are a vast number of authors I
admire, living and dead! Or perhaps to be
more accurate, it is mostly the works I
admire and love, because occasionally the
authors do not live up to their writing.
Keeping the two separate is important,
something I learned early on when I first
worked in publishing. It is always a
blessing when the person and their work
are equally great!

What advice would you give to someone

has already been done many times before.

who’d like to make a career from

(The sweet spot in publishing has long
been something that is familiar but a little
bit different, so you need to know your
fantasy literature as well, but mix your
influences with other ingredients.)

writing?

I would advise being as clear-eyed as
possible about how difficult it is, and plan
accordingly. There is a very large element
The story and everything in it (characters,
of luck in the whole process, and many
setting, magic) needs to feel real to you, so
brilliant writers simply don’t get the key
it will feel real to the reader. This possibly
breaks at the right time. If you do the
work, you create the possibility of success, sounds counter-intuitive, because it is
fantasy and so will have fantastical
but it is only a possibility. You can adjust
elements of one kind or another. But if
the probability of success by a small but
you make everything
worthwhile amount by
educating yourself as
If you do the else feel as real as
possible and connect
much about the
work, you
the fantastical
business as possible, by
elements to the reality,
trying to team up with
create
the
this underpins the
the best possible
business partners
possibility of fantasy, and the whole
feels like it could be
(agent, editor etc) and
success...
possible somewhere,
then by never
somehow. A simple
giving up, because every
example of this is
new book or story gets
making magic have a cost of some sort,
you another spin of the wheel. I also
something real.
advise getting the best day job possible

“

”

and/or a very supportive partner or family.
The great majority of writers, even widely
published ones, need to keep their day jobs,
as I did for many years before I got lucky
with the American success of the Old
Kingdom books.
This issue of PaperBound is a fantasy

special. What are your top 3 tips for any
aspiring writers who’d like to try their

Speaking of fantastical elements, these
will feel more real and generally work
better if they resonate with existing myth
and legend or belief. Myths and legends
have stood the test of time because they
are very strong stories, so connecting your
fantastical elements to them lends their
strength to the foundations of your story.
That said, it can be a challenge to do this
in a way that is not too obvious or clumsy,
where it will have the opposite effect.

hand at fantasy?
Read widely, not just fantasy, otherwise
you will be likely to simply replicate what
PaperBound Magazine
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Can you tell us about any future writing
related news?
I could, but then a left-handed bookseller
would have to come around and kill you.
(There’s a clue there.)
PB

Terciel and Elinor, the sixth Old Kingdom
novel, was released on November 3rd 2021.
Published by Hot Key Books in the UK;
Allen & Unwin in Australia and New
Zealand; and Katherine Tegen Books/
HarperCollins in the USA and Canada. The
audio book, published by Random House
Audio, is also available.

Garth Nix’s Writing Prompt
Here’s a photo Garth took last month at
Waverley Cemetery in Sydney, of a raven atop
an angel.
Start with this line of dialogue and continue
writing… see where it takes you:

“

At dusk then, at the Raven and

Angel. No, it isn’t a pub. The Raven
will answer your question.
Perhaps.

”

We’d love to read what you come up with.
Send your writing here: paperboundmagazine@outlook.com
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by Brian U. Garrison
When I look up at the midnight sky

I see a big, bright, silvery pie
that could be baked from magic apples.

My sister says she sees a silver dollar.
And when it's crescent, she sees a toothpick
that scrapes the gunk between the galaxies.

Brian U. Garrison stopped
believing that the moon was made
of cheese at age 7, and has been
trying to find the truth ever since. He hangs
out with his nerdy friends in the Science
Fiction and Fantasy Poetry Association. You
might spot him in the wild if you visit
Portland, Oregon or the nearby forests.
www.bugthewriter.com
Follow Brian on Twitter and Instagram:
@bugthewriterPaperBound Magazine
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By Victoria C. Wilton

idge didn’t know how much more of this she could take. Underneath her thick fringe
of bright hair, her brows bunched together and her tongue stuck out between her

two front teeth as she focused on the cauldron in front of her. Tendrils of steam curled
from the surface of her latest creation, twirling and sparking in the muggy air of the old
workshop.
She leaned forward slowly, her feet teetering at the edge of her work stool and
wafted her hand over the top, inhaling deeply. The young witch was trying to inspect the
concoction as safely as possible; the way Granny Mo had taught her. It smelt of tart
elderberries and cinnamon, but underneath there was still a strong funk that Pidge
couldn’t quite place or figure out how to get rid of. The kind of smell that catches in the
back of your throat and lingers on the back of your tongue, a mix between the wrong

end of a skunk and cheese that’s sat in your fridge too long.
Biting at the corners of her nails, Pidge looked around the few remaining
ingredients she had scattered around her at her small bench. It was no good, she couldn’t
think of any way that was going to fix this potion in time for the order to be collected
this afternoon. She felt the familiar sting of tears in the corners of her eyes and she bit
down on her bottom lip to stop it from wobbling. In the corner of the room, her
grandmother sat dozing in her armchair, her wide, wrinkled hands folded neatly into the
light purple shawl that always covered her shoulders. As if feeling Pidge’s eyes on her,
Granny Mo cracked open a pale blue eye and frowned.
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‘What’s wrong, Pigeon?’ her grandmother asked, fixing both of her brilliant blue
eyes on her.
Pidge sniffed and wiped her nose with the back of her sleeve. ‘I can’t get it to
work…’ she mumbled. The young witch lowered her eyes to the gently bubbling potion.

Granny Mo leaned forward in her seat. It groaned underneath her and she said,
‘Sorry, what? You should know by now, my dear, that these old ears don’t work the way
they used to.’
‘I can’t get it to work!’ Pidge snapped, a little too loudly. She cringed at the childish

whine in her voice and felt her cheeks flush.
‘Hmm.’ Granny Mo’s lips pressed into a straight line, but her blue eyes still
sparkled in the midmorning light. ‘So?’ she said. A familiar challenge playing in her voice.
The pair of witches, old and young, stood looking at each other for a moment. The
only noises in the room were the gentle bubble of Pidge’s cauldron, the crackle of the fire
below it and the large clock on the wall that ticked down to Pigeon’s deadline. Soon,
Mister Laurels would appear, silver coins in hand, expecting a finished potion. It was the
first time Pidge had been trusted with an order from the town. Before today, she had only
been trusted with small concoctions for skinned knees and bloody noses for her younger

siblings and very occasionally with a headache potion for her Auntie Willow. She would
not let herself down.
With a determined look set on her face, Pidge cracked a chicken egg open and
dropped in into the potion. A gentle puff of smoke went up and the odour of the potion
disappeared, leaving the potion useless. With a huff, she lifted the cauldron from its hook
and heaved it over to the large tin basin below the window. The remains of her failed
potion gurgled as it spun down the drain and Pidge used the
tap to rinse out the cauldron before she placed it back above
the fire.

She pushed her work stool over to the counter on the
other side of the kitchen, the old wood squeaking against the
large tiles on the floor, and heaved open a massive book full of
potion recipes and hunted until the young witch found the one
she wanted.
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‘A Potion to Help with Hair Loss’ it stated at the top of the page,
the black ink stark against the yellowing pages.
Pidge fiddled with the pages of the potion book between her
thumb and forefinger while her eyes scanned over the recipe. It

was written in her great grandmother’s spidery scrawl and
Pidge had to be careful to double check all of her
ingredients with the bottles of strange liquids and dried flora that
hung above the open fire. The last time she had forgotten to check, the resulting
potion had removed her eyebrows. Pidge absentmindedly brushed the back of her hand

over her forehead, as if checking that her eyebrows were still there, and mentally ticked
off the ingredients she would need. Elderberries... a stick of cinnamon... a hedgehog’s quill ... 2
cloves of garlic. Once she was sure she had everything, Pidge gathered up the ingredients
in one arm and balanced the book on the other.

‘So,’ Pidge finally answered, looking over to where her grandmother still sat,
watching her closely. ‘We take a step back and start again.’
Before she pushed her stool back to the cauldron, Pidge watched as her Granny Mo
closed her eyes, lay her head back again and begun to doze once more, a satisfied smile on
her lips.
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Victoria exists by day as an English teacher and by night as
a writer, tea-enthusiast and carer of some rather
demanding rabbits and a talkative labradoodle. When not
teaching or writing she enjoys adventuring, roller skating
and reading. She studied her MA in Creative Writing at the
University of Winchester and currently resides in Northern Ireland.
Follow Victoria on Twitter and Instagram: @victoriacwilton

Pigeon’s Potions is illustrated by the talented

Majbritt Moosgaard.
Find out more about Majbritt on page 77
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Thanks so much to all our
reviewers. If you’d like to write a
review for our next issue, check
out the details on our website:
www.Paperboundmag.com/submit

Our Book review Corner has had a
bit of a makeover. You’ll now find
reviews for new releases, books
coming soon, and reader
favourites all in the same place.

recent Release

more reviews
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The wild robot by peter brown

Reader favourite

Reviewed by Claire Sleath, Cheshire
Instagram: @primarybookstagram Twitter: @prbookstagram

You simply can't read The Wild Robot without experiencing the
full range of emotions: laughter, tears, fear and love. This gem of
a story is brimming with wonderfully bizarre characters,
including that of Roz, our lovable and endearing hero. Her ‘robotness’ evolves throughout the story, which creates a strikingly unique tale of
character development or ‘coming of (robot) age’. After accidentally stumbling
across parenthood, Roz evolves from a hard-faced robot to a loving, motherly parent
to Brightbull (with many obstacles along the way).
My favourite element of the story is the range of lovable, yet hilarious animal
characters, which have a comforting familiarity to them. The woodland creatures had
me laughing aloud, yet the story maintains its poetic devices, describing the beauty
of the wilderness throughout.
This heart-warming tale of friendship, being kind and learning to accept each
other is told with effortless humour. The -Thunk- of pinecones in the forest will
replay in your head with a cartoon-like sound effect. This storytelling style reminded
me of a witty moment in a Pixar film (watch this space!) Hidden amongst the
comedy, Brown cleverly weaves important and contemporary themes. A must read
for children and adults alike.
The Wild Robot is published by piccadilly press and out now
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way of the argosi by sebastien de castell

Recent release

Reviewed by PaperBound

Way of the Argosi is the anticipated prequel to the Spellslinger
series and the origin story of Ferius Parfax.
After her parents were murdered and her tribe massacred by a
group of Mages, Ferius is captured and branded with a band of
sigils that make her an outcast in society. Her life is desperate and
she is fuelled by anger and revenge. However, when she meets the
incredibly charismatic Durral Brown, her path begins to change.
Ferius Parfax is an extraordinary character. Her narration is
honest and addictive, and you can’t help but become immersed in her story. This is
helped in part by the brilliant worldbuilding which is so engaging and expertly
executed that you won’t want to put the book down.

Way of the Argosi is published by Hot Key Books and is now out in paperback.

Recent release

Fall of the Argosi by Sebastien De Castell
Reviewed by paperbound

Fall of the Argosi is the nail-biting sequel to Way of the Argosi,
continuing the origin story of Ferius Parfax from the Spellslinger
series.
We join Ferius as she runs away from her home following a
terrible incident. Wandering through the desert, Ferius encounters
a young deaf boy, Binta, and what appears to be two zombie-like
humans. Not long after, Ferius discovers the existence of the Red
Scream, words that have the power to devastate the world and forever change the
people in it – turning them into mindless monsters.
Along with Binta and another Argosi, the secretive Rosie, Ferius must find out
where the Red Scream came from and how to stop it, before she and all those she
loves are gone forever.
This book is packed full of mystery, magic, action, wisdom, wit and even a
little romance. You’ll be racing to the end.
There is no need to have read the Spellslinger series prior to reading these
prequels. However, we guarantee you will want to read it after.

Fall of the Argosi is published by Hot Key Books and is out now in hardback!
Note: these books deal with some mature issues and themes.
if you’d like to review a book for paperbound, we’d love to hear from you. See how you can
get your review in the next issue on our website: www.PaperBoundMag.com
If you’re a publisher or author, and would like us to review a new release, We’d love to
hear from you too. please get in touch: paperboundmagazine@outlook.com
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by Marie Day
t happens again. Red and green flashes zip before my eyes like tiny meteor storms. I
shake my head and throw them off course, out of my vision.
My little brother walks ahead through the hospital doors, his hand in Mum’s. This
is his final appointment.
‘You got this, Josh!’ I call, but he doesn’t look back. Not even when something falls
from his pocket and lands in the snow. The Zarg alien figure stares up from the ground.
It’s Josh’s favourite. As I bend to pick it up, the colourful meteor shower starts again. ‘Josh,
you dropped this!’

I hold up Zarg and breath rushes from my lungs. Where my hand should be is a
white glow. No fingers, no thumb, no Zarg. Just a teardrop shaped light. This can’t be real.
I snap my eyes shut and stumble through the sliding doors.
‘Mum!’ I shout. ‘Something’s wrong.’

A hand rests on my forearm, warm against my cold skin. ‘Everything’s going to be
fine, James.’
It’s not Mum.
The sweet scent of a Christmas market greets me and I open my eyes. It’s not a

market but it’s not the hospital reception room that I remember either.
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A dark-haired woman with red-rimmed glasses leads me across a huge room.
Pinned to her white coat is a badge with ‘Professor Castalia’ scrawled in orange crayon.
She flashes a big smile like she’s just walked off a toothpaste commercial. ‘Hello, James.
You look ready for rest and regeneration.’

‘I’m lost.’ I snatch my arm away, hide the glow behind my back.
Her perfect smile falters for a nanosecond. ‘We offer Candy Crunch biscuits and a
welcoming environment.’ She points to a row of chairs. ‘Please take a seat and make
yourself comfortable.’
‘What is this place?’
She nods to the turquoise neon sign on the far wall. ‘We call this a waiting room,
James.’
My skin tingles. She’s having a go at me. ‘I can see that. How d’you know my name?’

‘You have been here before, James. Your memory will return soon. Have a biscuit.’
I back away from her. ‘Where’s Josh?’
‘Josh isn’t here, James.’
‘What are you talking about? It’s his last appointment with the consultant.’

‘You’re not at the hospital, James.’
This is crazy. I return to the sliding doors I came through but there’s no sensor to
open them. Even when I jam my non-glowing fingertips between the doors, they don’t
budge.

‘It’s impossible to get back that way.’ She reaches for me and isn’t at all freaked out
by the glow on the end of my arm. ‘Everyone here would like to thank you for being a
wonderful support to Josh during these last couple of years. He needed someone through
his illness but he’s going to be fine now.’
‘Just doing what any big brother would do.’
She peers over her red glasses. ‘Josh is not your brother, James.’
Her words puncture my heart. ‘What are you talking about? Course he is.’
My eyes dart around the huge room, so many doors to escape through. ‘I need to
get back to the real world.’
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‘But you are not real, James.’ Her voice has a crispy shell, like Candy Crunch. ‘You
are what’s known as Childhood Imaginary Support. When the assignment was going
through a difficult time, he imagined having a big brother who could help. Now the
assignment has outgrown the need for you and that’s why you are back.’

‘Assignment?’ I collapse onto a purple chair. ‘Is this a dream?’
One of her pockets vibrates and she takes out something that looks like a tiny
calculator playing Jingle Bells.
‘Have a rest, James. I’ll be back.’ She clicks off the music and strides towards a
sliding door. When a boy about my age steps out, she takes a hand mirror from her other
pocket and passes it to him.
‘Well, look at me, I’m blond now.’ The boy winks at his reflection. ‘Feel rested, look
stunning and ready for my next assignment just in time for Christmas.’
Professor Castalia whispers something and the boy looks my way. He saunters over.
‘Just back from a mission?’ He nods to my glowing hand. ‘Your light’s showing.’
I stare at the glow.
‘Come here.’
I follow him to a window labelled Rest, Regenerate, Renew - Glows Ready to Grow.
‘Such a ticky-tacky message, huh?’ He points to several glass boxes that look like fish
tanks. ‘The glows in there are like us. You and me. They’re at rest now, waiting for another
assignment. You’re returning to your glow state because your assignment doesn’t need you
anymore.’
Doesn’t need me. The reality kicks my heart like a football. Josh never asked me to
come with him to the hospital this time.
‘Kinda sad, isn’t it?’ he says. ‘But you got him through a rough patch and you both
get to start again.’

An amber light flashes above another set of sliding doors.
‘That’s my call.’ He smiles at me. ‘It gets better, believe me. That’s what the rest part
of the program’s about.’
Professor Castalia joins us. ‘It’s time, Zach.’
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The boy struts towards the sliding doors and waits
under the flashing light.
‘And James,’ Professor Castalia’s voice is now soft and
smooth like the Candy Crunch centre. ‘It’s time for your rest.’

No chance. I’ve seen those glows in the glass tanks.
That’s not me. It can’t be.
The amber light turns green and Zach steps into a fluffy cloud. When the doors
begin to close, I race towards the shrinking gap and jump. Behind me a siren screeches.
The sound grows more and more distant as I fall through white clouds into darkness and
wake in bed. The nightmare over.
Josh’s sobs reach across the dark bedroom.
‘It’s OK, I’m here.’ I fumble for the switch and turn on the light.

A little girl with curly hair rubs her teary eyes and smiles. ‘I told the monsters my
big brother would get them.’
Sweat trickles down my spine. The glow has vanished, but my hand is different, the
nails stubbier. I catch a glimpse of two children in the long bedroom mirror. One is the
little girl smiling through her tears. The other is a boy, staring back in shock because he’s
in a stranger’s room and he looks nothing like me.
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Marie is a writer,
part-time primary teacher
and full-time daydreamer. Originally
from Yorkshire, she now lives with her family near Bristol.
Marie’s novel won the Local Award in the Children's Book Prize at
the 2021 Wells Festival. It was shortlisted in the SCBWI’s SlushPile
Challenge for “Irresistible Intros” and longlisted for the WriteMentor
Novel Prize 2021.
You can follow Marie on Twitter: @mariedaywriting
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Interview

PaperBound caught up with Sally Doherty to chat

about her journey to publication and her debut
middle-grade novel, Toby and the Silver

Blood Witches.
Could you tell us a little about Toby and

Where did the inspiration for the book

the Silver Blood Witches?

come from?

Toby and the Silver Blood Witches is a middle
grade contemporary fantasy suitable for
9–12-year-olds. Twelve-year-old Toby has
been a young carer since his mum fell ill
two years ago. He has little time to play
football or see his friends and just wants to
stay at home and keep an eye on Mum.

In my early twenties, I unexpectedly fell ill
with ME and became housebound. For the
first few years, the symptoms were all consuming. Gradually, I learnt how to manage
them to some extent with a pacing regime,
and so a small space for creativity opened
up in my brain. As I lay resting in bed one
day, it started to rain and I asked my
husband to close the attic windows. I found
myself wondering what would happen if
there was something unexpected up there?
And how would it have got there without
anyone noticing? And thus the story flew
into my head and demanded to be written.
Not surprisingly, it contains a chronic
illness theme as Toby’s mum also has ME.

But mysterious things are happening
behind his garden hedge, and then a
strange woman, with a broken broom and
pet bat, crash-lands in his attic. Toby
becomes entangled in a dangerous mission
to rescue an innocent witch from a sinister
organisation. Her life is at stake and time is
running out.
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You’ve had quite the journey to
publication. Do you mind sharing a little
bit about that? Is there any advice you
could give to aspiring authors in the
same situation?

thirty minutes five times a week, health
allowing. It’s frustrating not to be able to
do more but if I pushed it, I’d end up not
being well enough to write at all. On the
plus side, I have a lot of time to ponder my
stories, mulling over sentences and
working through the plot.

I have indeed! Due to my poor health, it
took many years to write my book and then My writing slot does, however, seem to be
a few more to search for an agent/
taken up mostly with promoting my book
publisher. I signed with a small press but
at the moment! Hopefully, I’ll be able to get
just three months before my book was due
back to writing soon.
out, it closed unexpectedly. I spent several
months floundering, but eventually decided
Have you heard from
to go it alone and publish
many readers about
under my own imprint.
With its chronic illness
what they think of
With its chronic illness
theme, this is the book of my
Toby and the Silver
theme, this is the book of
Blood Witches? How
heart and it felt important
my heart and it felt
important to me to have it
does it make you
to me to have it out in the
out in the world and not
feel for your debut to
world
and
not
forgotten
in
a
forgotten in a drawer.
hit the shelves?
drawer.
This isn’t the route for
It’s a dream come true
everyone – you become responsible for the
to have my book out, and I’ve been so
whole process from formatting to
grateful for the support shown to me by
marketing – but I haven’t regretted it for
family, friends and fellow writers on
an instant. It’s wonderful to feel
Twitter. My book has even found its way
empowered. It’s harder than ever to find an
onto the shelves of some indie bookshops
agent and traditional publishing deal at the
and, most unexpectedly, Waterstones in the
moment, so if you’re feeling dispirited and
Trafford Centre. Obviously, my sales
want to take control, maybe this is the path
numbers are lower than traditional books
for you.
and it’s hard not to compare to other
authors, but I’ve had some heart-warming
Do you have any sort of writing routine
reviews. I think it’s important to hold onto
and, if so, can you tell us about it?
those moments – if your book has touched
one child and it’s their favourite read ever,
Due to my health, my writing time is
how amazing is that?
limited. Most of my day is taken up with
basic activities such as washing and eating,
and resting in between. I try to write for

“

”
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Do you have any other writing / book
related news you can share with us?
I’m currently working on the second book
in the Toby trilogy and hope to have it out
summer/autumn 2022.

If you could sum up Toby and the
Silver Blood Witches in three
words, what would they be?

Adventure.
Magic.

I’m also working on a completely separate
middle grade book which I will be trying to
find representation for next year. It’s
spooky and humorous (I hope!), and I’m
quite excited about it.

Heart.

PB

Sally’s Writing Prompt
The witches use four line poems to cast their spells. Can you create a spell of your
own? It could be something simple such as a spell to do a job you hate, a spell to
create something you’ve always wanted, or even a spell to turn your worst enemy into
an animal. Don’t forget to make sure the second and fourth lines rhyme and that the
lines have roughly the same number of syllables.
Here are some examples of the spells in my book:
How the witches make themselves invisible:

Turning their wands into torches:

Grow me a bubble

Shine me a beam

Let me not be seen

Let there be light

Keep me from trouble
With invisible screen

In this darkness

We’d love to hear
your spells! Send
them to
paperboundmagazine@outlook.com

Give me sight

Sally Doherty
Sally lives in leafy Surrey with her husband and three-legged rescue dog. Sixteen
years ago, she fell ill unexpectedly with ME. Stuck at home and often in bed,
however, has lit a cauldron of stories bubbling inside her imagination. She writes
flash fiction and middle grade novels. Toby and the Silver Blood Witches is her debut
book and the first in a trilogy. The cover is illustrated by the wonderful Sarah Jane
Docker.
You can find out more at www.sallydohertyauthor.com and on Twitter
@Sally_writes.
Toby and the Silver Blood Witches is available now. Signed copies are available from
Sally’s website www.sallydohertyauthor.com/shop. It’s available from Amazon worldwide,
Waterstones online, WHSmith online or you can request it from your local bookshop. 10% of author
profits go to the ME Association.
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Can you find all
the hidden
fantasy words?
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New Wri ting

The

Winning
by Sarah Stevens

Day

T his hulkin airship

I am unkempt

through violet skies of dust

white hair

filled full up

long,

with them huge

brown eyes

fearsome, frosted

wild.

claws on

moons.
Dust face.

Out from
these hull windows

My empty,

I see them all.

raw insides
gnaw at me

I ain’t seen them other moons,

when I look

more months than I can think of.

to them other
ragged Moon Mine childs

I don’t move nothin

right close up by me.

‘ceptin my eyes.
Them other five childs

In them windows,

is all laid out

I see

‘side me

me

on this filthy deck

too.
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long
and
still.
All of us
unmovin,
fixed firm here
by them
cruel,
corrupted
Moon Governers.
Afore now,
I ain’t never once met
none of them
five childs
down in them
Moon Mine labyrinths.

Dug out
crystal dust
must still be
cloggin up their ears
and

dryin up their noses.
Just like I has.
Here,

they’s
gawpin
and
glarin
out their
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grimy eyes

Above,
I spies

‘haps

a shadowed Watcher,

theys

high up,

plottin

squattin on

in their brains.

shadow-crossed beams.

Just

Chest badges

like

what shows off

I

a Watcher’s

is.

rankin,
catch

Though

in a moon’s

not one child

dim light.

here’s

better placed

This one ain’t

than what I is

a high ranker,

for what needs doin

not like them

‘board this

Moon Mine Watchers.

rotten

stinkin

This one’s

ferryin

squattin low,

airship.

readyin,
‘case

I touches on my pocket.

one of us

runners
What I need is

starts up

in there

‘scapin

safe

again.

small and hid

I mad laugh

deep.

inside of my head.

I sighs out.

All of us childs are
frozed up
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in our limbs.

detention moons.

Them other ones here

Easiest

ain’t for runnin.

if we ain’t for runnin.

How them Governers

I shan’t be tellin them

‘spectin us to run

Watchers of

when they’s got us poison-jabbed?

my comrade what
ain’t

That arm-stabba’s

put the poison

meant to

in my arm jabba-thing.

freeze me up good,
right to my head,

That comrade

same as for all them

ain’t on

other childs here.

their side.

Let them Watcher’s

Not

think I

no

is

more.

fully stopped-still a dead-weighted child

That one

filled-up rigid

is on the side of

as rigor-mortis

The Bravers.

with only
eyes what still move

Them Bravers,

in my head,

with their schemes for

with a chest

destroyin

what still faint breathes

them Moon Governers.

in and out.
That comrade,

Easiest

they’s same like me,

for deliverin us

readyin ourselves for

all frozed-up
far out on
to them
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The Day of Winnin.
And this
here

is
the startin of it.

This day!

Now!
‘pon this rottin stinkin airship.

42
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I jumps in my skin at

The Watcher will hear us then.

a low groanin child
close-up by me.

The Watcher will watch us.

I keeps my body

They’s low-rank,

stiff as a steel stave.

them Watchers
still,

A word

all Watchers

creeps ‘cross

are weaponed-up.

to me.
A whisperin word

My plan shall come unplotted

to my ear

then

from that child’s

I shan’t be winnin

vibratin voice-box

no day.

what’s gone
fully soft

That can’t be allowed.

‘You...’

No! Not now! No way!

I shudders,

Not when I’s so close to

crazin-up in my brain.

flyin this ship down
to shatter that

I shushes the word.

Governin Moon.
Stealin it out from them

Stay frozed up, child,

droid flyers in their cockpit.

I thinks it,

safer that way
cuz
I shan’t stop this Winnin day,
not for nothin.

Course,

I’s wantin to kick it, that child,

nor no one on this airship.

I shan’t live-on no more.

Nor shall them other five here

to be shushin it,
though what for on a deadened leg?

Our days are done.
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Shakin and scared

Grey eyes

I promised it, didn’t I

fix on
me

for all them left

underneath

Moon Mine childs.

twisted black hair.

For thousands of them, I did.

More hecklin comes rushin

Just

‘I sees … you … Sam. Fingers … flickin.
Gives … you … away.

not

You ain’t … so clever.’

for
us

Who is they?

six.

Why’s they speakin?

That groanin child

‘Stop!’ I tells them,

hisses out its teeth.

forgettin all the silence.

‘I … knows … ‘bout … you … Sam Rider.’
Comes a
I freezes -

gratin echo

bones

from the Watcher

iced in.

up there
in them beams.

They can’t know bout me.
How can they?

I tries hard

stoppin my
‘Shush, you.’

limbs from crackin -

I grinds into my teeth.

givin away the game.

‘You … ain’t … frozed.’

No good!

Child spits it out small.
The Watcher
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I flashes it

twists down

‘I is so. Froze stiff. Just this voice, same as
you.’

on a spiral rope,

PaperBound Magazine

fast as a spider
readyin for a meal-fly.
‘Stare down, you talker.’
I’s hissin now.
Grey eyes

shut tight.
I stares down.
Silent.
Hushed.
That landed Watcher
shouts out to them Flyers
in sounds what I ain’t knowin

and so I knows it then
I ain’t got no more time.
No more time for waitin.

No more time for fearin.
No more livin time.
The Winnin Time is come

now.
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The Watcher sweeps down us

First Watcher screeches

electric-prodda in hand.

for the sleeper one
to come alert.

Each of them childs
it’ll check

Grey Eyes

with that.

starts boltin off earliest,
fast as a

Groanin

fizzin dartfly

from Grey Eyes.

straight to
snappin the prodda,

I winces my face

floorin that Watcher,

knowin the pain.

crack-kickin to their head.

In my pocket

Sleepin Watcher screams out,

I pinches my fingers round

falls down from their sleepin brain,

two poison-jabbas

stares along to me.

gived me
from The Bravers

I thinks over to it,

for the winnin of this day.

I’s fastest, Watcher,
watch out!

I switch my eyes
to the airship doors,

I ain’t slow no more.

to one more Watcher

I’s gunshot true.

been sleepin all along.
I’s bustin
Two poison-jabbas

racin

grip in my fingers.

sliddin
jabbin

One for each of them two Watchers.

down
rough-hard

I move off,

on its back.

startin slow,
slow as what a sloth-creature does.
Ain’t no good!
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Poison ain’t slow neither.

This Watcher
ain’t gettin up no more
not never.
And neither is that first one.
Grey Eyes kick done that one.

This one
I turn my thoughts from killin
to the winnin.

is

Me and that fakin-Grey Eyes,
we stares ‘cross to each other.

here

We’s frozed up ‘gain -

only

sussin each other for
the trust.

for

I eye-flicks to them Droid-Flyers
what ain’t thinkin ‘bout us

their

only flyin
onwards.

self.

Grey Eyes flicks too.
Back again to me.
A knowin smile curls up on their mouth.
I sees it then
in them
grey, grey eyes.
They ain’t for The Bravers
like I is.
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They’s readyin
for takin this airship

I thump, thump, thump
kick, kick, kick

stealin it away from me.

They sees my knowin,

on that thickened door.

Wait. Wait. Wait.

spins round
runnin

They ain’t comin.

flat out
for the Flyers.

I snot and scream,

tears rollin down me,
I shouts out of

hot and smearin.

my dust lungs,
croakin it good

This ain’t it.
Can’t be all for this.

‘Destroy the Governin Moon, You.
We has to do that.’

I calls for Grey Eyes to stop.

They runs on,

Nothin.

head shakin.

‘Ain’t what’s happenin here, Sam Rider’.

I drops down to the ground.

A deep-down pain

I looks back

starts sharp-stabbin

to them

inside me.

other

four childs.
I shout out,
stumblin.
I ain’t makin it afore that cockpit door

slams.
I hears a clickin key
turn.
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Moon-mine memories glow out in them fret-filled eyes
hurtin them deep.
My brain comes thick with fast thoughts.
I has to win this day.
I has to think on it hard.
Grey Eyes can’t stop this now.
Not now!
This day,
for all Moon childs,
has to be The Winnin Day.
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Sarah discovered writing in verse on her MA in
Writing for Young People. It’s her favourite way to
write now. Sarah lives in the Malvern Hills with her
son Fred, Poppy the dog and three temperamental
cats.
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Interview

Join M.G. Leonard and Sam Sedgman as they chat about their latest novel
from their Adventures on Trains series, Danger at Deadman’’s Pass.

Could you tell us a little about your

series Adventures on Trains and your
new novel, Danger at Dead Man’’s

Pass?

Adventures on Trains follows young railway
detective Harrison Beck, who travels with
his Uncle Nat, a famous travel writer, on
amazing train journeys around the
world. Each book finds them in a different
country, on an amazing train, investigating
a new kind of crime. In their latest
adventure, Danger at Dead Man’s Pass, Hal
and Nat answer a call for help from an old
friend, asking them to go undercover and
investigate a mysterious death, possibly
caused by an ancient family curse! They
must travel by train across Europe,
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through Paris and Berlin, adopting a
disguise as they travel to the creepy Harz
Mountains where Europe’s last timetabled
steam railway, the Brockenbahn, proves to
be a crucial part of the mystery.

You have both enjoyed success as
writers. What is it like writing a
book together, and can you tell us a
little about the process?

our books by doing as much research as
possible. Usually Sam will suggest an
amazing railway somewhere in the world,
and then we’ll work together to uncover
lots of interesting facts about it which
would make good ingredients for a story.
For example, we knew we wanted to write
about the Brockenbahn in Danger at Dead
Man’s Pass because the Brocken mountain is
the setting for Goethe’s play Faust, it’s
famous for an annual festival of witchcraft,
and there’s an abandoned Soviet listening
tower at the top. Who wouldn’t want to
write a story about that?

It’s a total joy. Writing can often be an
isolated job, wrestling ideas in your head
and worrying whether your words are
good enough. But when you write with a
friend, there is always someone there to
talk things through with, to help you figure
out the tricky bits. As these are mystery
stories, we usually spend a lot of time
together figuring out the plot: we write
down every scene on a post-it note and
stick it up on the wall, moving them around
until we have a good outWhen you write with a
line of the book. One of us
takes that “book map” and
friend, there is always
writes a first draft – which
someone there to talk things
is usually terrible! The
through with, to help you
other person rewrites that
figure out the tricky bits.
and makes it better – we
pass it back and forth
between us like a relay race
until it’s finished.

“

”

This book is perfect for any
budding railway enthusiasts with

heaps of adventure and mystery. Do
you both share a passion for railway
travel, and how did you choose the
locations for each of the books?

Sam was the lifelong rail nut when we
started writing, but he was quick to share
the magic of trains with Maya when we
started doing research for our first book
The Highland Falcon Thief. We’re now both
huge fans of trains! We decide where to set

What part of
writing do you love

the most? Is it the

planning, characters,
the story itself, the
editing, or something
else? Is there
anything you dislike
about writing?

We both think the best part of writing is
the beginning, where you’re coming up
with lots of ideas and thinking of the most
exciting things possible. At that point, none
of the problems have started to show up
which make things difficult. Everything is
possible! We hate the part at the end of the
process where we have to write very
quickly to meet our deadline. There are
always so many problems to solve and it’s
difficult to do under pressure – but
somehow or other we’ve always been able
to finish and make books that we’re both
incredibly proud of.
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We love a good mystery, but they
can be tricky to write. Do you have
any secret techniques you can share
to help any budding mystery writers
out there?

Planning the whole thing out first before
you start is incredibly helpful. We do this
because there are two of us, and we need to
agree the plot to make sure we both
understand it. But this means everything
has to be clear before we start. Sam likes to
work towards a big twist at the end of the
story where all the clues slot into place.
Maya likes to use a five act structure to
make the story take the right shape: in act
one, we establish the characters and the
mystery. In act two, things seem to be
going well, until act three, when things
start to go wrong. In act four things reach
crisis point, so that in act five everything
can be resolved.
Do you have a favourite book from
your Adventures on Trains series so
far and, if so, why?

Maya loves our most recent book, Danger at
Dead Man’s Pass, because it’s full of eerie
atmosphere, suspense, disguises and
excitement. Sam’s favourite will always be
Murder on the Safari Star, because he grew
up reading Agatha Christie novels and it’s a
proper locked room whodunnit.

Trains to write and, if people keep reading
them, hopefully more after that! Hal’s next
adventure will crash into bookshops next
spring – it’s set in Australia, and it’s called
Sabotage on the Solar Express. It’s inspired
by all of our favourite action movies and
we can’t wait to share with you.
Also in the spring, Sam is releasing a
brilliant and beautiful non-fiction book
called Epic Adventures, which is all about the
world’s most amazing railway journeys. It’s
beautifully illustrated by the amazing Sam
Brewster and is going to be gorgeous.
Maya’s also had some incredible
book-related news recently – her solo novel
Twitch, about a birdwatching detective, won
the Sainsbury’s Book Award for fiction.
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Sam Sedgman and
M. G. Leonard
are the award-winning authors of the
bestselling Adventures on Trains series.
You can learn more about them and
their work at: adventuresontrains.com
Twitter:
@samuelsedgman @MGLnrd
Instagram:
@samsedgman @mglnrd

What’ s next for the series, and/ or

’

do you have other exciting book
related news you can share with us?

We have at least two more Adventures on
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Check out Maya and Sam’s
writing prompt!

M. G. Leonard & Sam Sedgman’s
Writing Prompt:
Plan your own adventure on a train!

Find a world map and choose a country you would like to visit, then try to
work out how you could get there by train. Look at your route, and
imagine if a crime happened on board one of the trains on your journey.
Think about what kind of crime it might be – a murder? A kidnap? A
theft? Who might be travelling on the train with you, and how might they
be involved?
Once you have a great setting, an awesome train, an exciting crime and a
great cast of characters, you’re well on the way to devising a mystery story
of your own!
We’d love to read what you come up with.
Send your writing to:
paperboundmagazine@outlook.com

Danger at
Dead Man’’s Pass
is published by Macmillan
and out now in the UK,
with international publication in
various territories to
follow shortly.
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by Anna Crowe
he day began as normal, with the walk from the top of
the hill to the bus stop at the bottom. Sofia’s mother had
come to the gate at the end of the lane to wave her off but she
was old enough now to walk the rest of the way by
herself.
She hitched up her satchel and started off down the
long narrow road. The sun
was very bright and she was
glad of the shade of the

hedgerow. It was taller than
Sofia and busy with life if you
looked closely enough. A pair
of late butterflies floated
above the ivy blossom and
ripe blackberries winked from their
thorny stems. She stopped every few steps to
Illustration by

Jayne Leadbetter
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pick some. Lucky, she thought, that the fairies,
with their tiny, thimble-sized bodies, light as

thistledown, hadn’t got round to eating them all.
But now she had to hurry. If she missed the school bus, she’d be told off
and then the whole class would turn to look at her.
She had her lessons and after lunch, she sat beneath a tree while the other
children played. The sun was still so bright and she didn’t want to join in any
games today. She looked down and saw her fingers, still blackberry stained, and
wished herself back at the friendly green hedgerow, peering into its midst. She’d
seen a fieldmouse in there once and had never forgotten its surprised black eyes,

blinking back at her.
When school was over, the bus took Sofia back to the bottom of the hill.
The climb up was always longer than the walk down and Sofia’s satchel always
felt heavier than it had in the morning. But it never mattered because she could

take her time. Her mother knew she liked to dawdle and it was a long way up to
the top, to where the birds soared and swooped in the high, bright sky above
their home.
So Sofia walked slowly, humming to herself as she walked, first past the

Frasers’ house, where the white witch lived. She was there, a bent old woman
chopping logs in the shade, swinging the axe clean through the wood. She made
people better, so there was no reason to be afraid, but Sofia’s fingers curled more
tightly round her satchel straps all the same.
Then a long stretch with no houses and only the hedgerow for company.
Until the rabbit on the verge up ahead,
twitching his nose, and the kestrel, hovering
high above Sofia’s head. And next a flashing
bob of white rabbit tail as, just in time, he ran
for cover.
And now the McKenzies’ house, where
grown-up Nellie lived with her tiny, white-
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haired mother. Whenever you visited, they put on the great whistling black
kettle that hung above the fire. Passing the tall pines at the end of their lane
meant Sofia was almost home.
But gradually as she walked, her footsteps became the only sound. Creatures

ceased to scurry and one by one, the sky emptied of its birds. Sofia carried on
walking, but she wondered about the strange new silence.
And then she felt that something was behind her. She wasn’t exactly afraid
– the hedgerow always kept her safe in return for the tunes that Sofia hummed,

but she couldn’t help hesitating before she turned to see what was there.
Shafts of sunlight slanted through the branches. One seemed brighter and
longer than the others, extending down towards her until it came to rest on the
road just a few feet away. And as it did, a figure grew up out of the shaft, until it

was almost as tall as her. It had a body with arms and legs and a round head but
it didn’t have a face and was made of the same bright yellow as the ray it had
come from.
The figure stood very still and somehow, she understood it was waiting.

Waiting for her to decide: would she carry on walking home or would she step
onto the ray?
Sofia regarded the figure for several long moments, imagining herself
balanced on the end of the sun beam as it retracted back up into the sky. This
would be her only chance to go but there would be a price. If she chose the ray,
she could never return.
It was the figure that told her this, even though it had no mouth and
couldn’t speak. Just as it watched her without having any eyes or being able to
see. This was all it could tell her though because there were no words to explain
the rest.
The figure had come to offer the choice. Everything else was up to her.
Sofia began walking towards it but still the figure didn’t move. Its edges
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wavered slightly, as the flame of a candle would, but apart from that it remained
motionless beneath the silent pines.
Sofia came to a halt. Did the figure waiting mean it was curious, that it
somehow cared which choice she made? Part of her wanted to step onto the ray,

to find out where it would take her, to experience the thing that it offered. She
gazed at the figure. How can I decide? she asked it. But the figure was silent, not
willing her one way or the other. Inside its blazing yellow was only more blazing
yellow. Within its core, there was no heart.

Sofia thought of her mother, who would be waiting at the gate. And of her
father in his study, half hidden behind piles of paper, the clatter and ping of his
typewriter stopping just long enough for him to look up and smile.
She turned her back on the figure made from sun. Her decision was made -

she would carry on walking home, to the old croft house at the top of the hill.
Sofia glanced just once behind her, and saw that the
figure was still there, watching her go. She walked a
little faster then, feeling for the first time the beat of

her heart beneath her school shirt. Was it going to
follow her? But in the next moment, she knew without
looking that the figure had gone and that it would never
come back.
The sun had hidden itself behind some clouds and
now the leaves seemed a little less green and the sky
seemed a paler kind of blue. But she carried on walking
and there in the distance her mother was waving. She
lifted her arm in reply and started to run, ready to tell
her what had just happened, but as her mother’s eager,
expectant face came into view, she realised she could
never tell her. There’d be no point. The fairies were
different – everyone wanted you to believe in them – but
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no-one would understand the figure in the sun or the choice it had given her. Her
mother would worry and whisper to her father about it after Sofia had gone to bed.

Her mother opened the gate. ‘How was school?’
Sofia shrugged.
‘See any fairies on your way back?’
‘No.’ Sofia paused. ‘Not today.’
Her mother bent to look in Sofia’s eyes. ‘Everything alright?’
For just one moment, Sofia hesitated. But then she nodded and they walked
the rest of the way together, back to the waiting croft house, and the life Sofia had
chosen.
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Anna’s writing is inspired by her Finnish
heritage and time spent living there and in
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PaperBound Printable Writing Prompts

Printable Fantasy
writing prompts
Using one of the settings below as inspiration, write your own fantasy story,
poem or script. Use the questions to help get you started. We’d love to read
what you come up with. Send your writing here:
paperboundmagazine@outlook.com

Are you going to have
any characters in your
writing? Who are they?
Give them names, ages,
interests, jobs...

Use their senses. What
can they smell, taste,
hear, see? What textures
are around them? Do
they remind them of
anything?

Why are the
characters in this
setting? What do
they want?

What makes this a
fantasy story?

Is your story set in a
fantasy world, or is it
in the real world with
fantastical elements?
What characters,
buildings, objects are
in this world?
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PaperBound Printable Writing Prompts

Colour and write

K.L.Peebles has created this wonderful fantasy inspired illustration entitled Hoban and
the Candy Witch. You can find a larger version of this on the next page for you to print
and colour, before using it as a writing prompt. Start writing below.

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
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by Emma Whitehall
hen the witch told my parents their First Born would be a Hero, they were
ecstatic. There’s a reason I’m named Fable, after all. They were so excited, so
eager to set me up for greatness. Until I was born, that is.
Heroes come around once every generation or so, always special in their

own ways; full of potential for bravery or cunning or magic, or even just being really
good at swinging a weapon in the right direction. Whatever their specification, Heroes
are always born with strong hearts and big dreams and a jaunty song forever on their
lips. They don’t need to be beautiful – not beautiful like a princess in a tower, at least –
but they all have … something. Dark, intense eyes, or a beguiling smile. Some magnetism

around them that pulls you in, dares you to join them on their adventure. To tie yourself
to their cause. To adore them. They find themselves a band of
merry men, a quest to embark upon, and happy endings just
wrap around them like warm shawls on a cold day.

And then there was me. The Custodians say I was probably
born with a book in my hand, since I’m never seen without one.
I’m prickly. And mousey, in hair and in personality; even when
I’m happy (usually an occasion involving a hot drink, a cold
night, and a novel), I apparently give off a general aura of
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‘please leave me alone before I bite you and make this situation much worse than it already
is’. So Carys, my roommate, says. And so, when I turned five and no quest nor curse nor
blessing seemed to be coming for me, my parents sold me to the Custodians of History,
shrugged, and started planning for their second First Born.

I spent years haunting the Custodial Halls like a ghost. Years spent leafing through
books with crisp, light-brown pages, tracing my fingers over the words of authors long
since dead. Ten years of rats, dust motes, and Carys as my only playmates, with a pat on
the head from a friendlier-than-usual Custodian the closest experience I ever had to having
a parent. Nothing ever happened at the Custodial Halls.
So you can imagine my surprise when the dragon attacked.
I was in the mess hall, trying to balance a bowl of porridge and honey with a book on
combining fortune-telling and Herbal Magic to create the perfect cup of tea. The huge,
oak doors flung themselves open, and every single Custodian – as well as the entirety of

the nearest small village – poured into the hall. It was suddenly very noisy. I didn’t care
for it. Then, the entire building shook as something incredibly, unfathomably heavy landed
outside. A sound – part roar, part shriek – tore through the air like a rusty knife. The
villagers screamed. I put my book down.

‘It’s a dragon!’ Carys whimpered, flinging herself into my lap. ‘They’re saying it came
down from the mountain, destroyed the capital … the King, the Queen, the Prince … all
gone …’
‘What about the Hero?’ I asked, trying in vain to disentangle Carys’s arms from
around my waist. She’d always been clingy. I pretended I didn’t enjoy it. ‘They live at the
castle – isn’t she betrothed to the prince?’
I knew full well that she was betrothed to the prince. The Hero of our kingdom was
my younger sister – married to the prince after some adventure they’d shared involving a
hoard of angry gnomes, a terrible curse and a forest made of sugar. I wouldn’t be invited

to the wedding. Why would you invite a sibling you’ve never met?
‘Why didn’t she protect –’
‘She ran,’ a villager behind me sobbed, sinking to their knees beside me. ‘She ran, and
she left them … she left us to burn. My shop, my home … it’s been in my family for a
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century, and now … now it’s ashes…’
I reached out an arm and patted the villager on the head. ‘There, there,’ I offered.
‘What are we going to do?’ a small child said, clambering into my lap.
‘Um,’ I suggested.
The dragon roared again outside, accompanied by the unmistakable crash of age-old
masonry crashing to the ground not too far away.
‘I’ve never seen anything like it,’ an old woman murmured, lost in her terror, ‘not in
all my sixty-seven years. A horrible, evil beast – black as death, with wings dipped in
blood…’
Something inside me clicked into place.
‘Red wing trim?’ I asked, turning my head towards the woman slowly. ‘Are you sure?’
She nodded.
‘Not pink? Definitely not maroon?’
‘I know the colour of blood when I see it,’ she said. ‘Does it matter?’
‘Of course it matters,’ I snapped, standing up and vaulting over the table towards the
library, launching Carys and various villagers who’d attached themselves to me into the
air as I went.
I dashed through the halls, dodging falling brickwork and destroyed artifacts as I
went. More than once, I saw a brilliant flash of flame crest over my head, or slash past
what was once a windowpane. I kept going. What I needed was on the sixth shelf down

on the third bookshelf to the right in the library, behind the books on architecture
throughout the centuries and animal husbandry for unusual winters. An old, half-rotted,
forgotten tome I’d read from cover to cover when I was ten and kept my own little secret.
Cursing Dragons: The Novice Dragon-Rider’s Guide to Binding Your First Mount.

Every dragon was vulnerable to a specific set of words; an enchantment that would
bring them to heel and make them biddable. But, since dragons were perpetually hungry,
angry and breathing fire, you only got one chance. Even after binding, the book said they
were barely tamed, and so the practice had fallen out of fashion. Heroes these days seemed
to prefer swords – perhaps slaying dragons was more in line with the stories than
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controlling them was.
Luckily, the library was still intact; though the wall of the room opposite had
vanished as if it had never stood there, giving me a perfect view of the scarred, broken
lands around my home. Another quake rattled the Custodial Hall walls as I yanked books

off the shelves. I paid it no mind as my hand closed over the soft, over-used leather of my
prize. I sat on my backside with a thump and began to flick frantically through the pages.
Green Horned Vipers, Blue-Tipped Wyverns … come on, come on, where were the BloodDoused Hellions?!
Something moved in the corner of my vision. I ignored it, humming some halfimagined tune absently as I skimmed the pages.
‘Can I help?’
I looked up with a jolt. There was Carys, standing in the doorway. Her blonde hair
was a tangle around her head, and she shook like a leaf in a storm. Close by, something
crashed to the floor, and she jumped. I glared at her before snapping my attention back to
the book.
‘What are you doing here?’ I asked, flicking to the next page.
‘I wanted …’ Carys looked at the floor, embarrassed and confused. ‘I don’t know. I

think I wanted … to help you. I need to help you. Fable, just tell me what to do.’
But there was nothing to do. Because, snaking up behind her with a silence that
should have been impossible, was the dragon. A huge, battle-scarred, scale-and-pockmarked creature, with eyes like hot coals and a snarl that seemed more like a smirk.

I’d always been good at ignoring things that I didn’t want to deal with. Like
interruptions when I was reading. Or the fact
my parents hadn’t wanted me. Or that a
colossal, world-destroying beast had spotted
me minutes ago.
Carys’s eyes widened as the dragon’s
breath brushed over her back, and her mouth
fell open in a soundless scream just as the book
fell open on the right page. Almost like fate.
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‘Blood-Doused Hellions are a difficult breed to bind, but not impossible for a skilled,
or particularly lucky, rider…’
The Hellion growled. It opened its mouth, yellow-stained teeth as long as my arm
filling the space behind Carys. I stumbled to my feet, book clutched in hand. This

probably wasn’t going to work. I wasn’t a Hero, after all. But the Hero had left us to die.
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So I had to try.
‘I love you, Fable,’ Carys whispered, tears dripping down her cheeks. ‘I always have.’
I stood my ground. So did the dragon. I took a deep breath, opened my mouth, and
spoke the words.
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Emma Whitehall is an author, bookseller, editor and introvert from the
North East of England. A former Waterstones bookseller turned indie
bookshop champion, Emma writes fun, emotion-driven fantasy with
characters that you’ll want to take for a coffee. Or wrap in a blanket. Or
both. Her debut YA novel, Clockwork Magpies, is being published in
February 2022 with Northodox Press.
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And visit her website:
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Why we love Fable
We had a record breaking number of submissions for this issue, and it has been incredibly
hard to pick a winner. However, not only did this story perfectly fit this issue’s theme, but
we all fell in love with the character of Fable and thought the voice was incredibly strong.
The humour, description and tone of this story were thoroughly enjoyable to read and
that is why we have chosen Fable as our Winter 2021-22 Submission Winner!

Congratulations, Emma!
A little prize will be on its way to you soon.
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Sarah Daniels, author of The Stranded duology ,(out summer 2022) shares
her tips on how to stretch the imagination
Writing fantasy requires imagination and lots of it. Whether you’re starting from scratch with a
completely new world, or layering fantastical events onto this world, writing fantasy takes a
lot of creative juice. So how do you get at the really good stuff?

Throw out your first idea… and
maybe your second
That first idea was probably fine,
but if you’ve come up with it
chances are someone else has too.
Our first ideas are often a bit
predictable. Start by writing a list
of story ideas around the same
theme or character. After three or
four you’re probably going to
create less obvious, uniquely You
ideas. And you can always go
back to the first idea if you’re
really excited about it.
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Illustration by the brilliant
Jillian Nichole Anderson
Find out more about Jillian on page 77

Be a collector of weird things
Inspiration is everywhere, but writers know how to get hold of an interesting
nugget and transform it into a story. Sometimes, the real world is more messed
up than anything we can imagine. Did you know there’s a parasite that eats the
tongue of a fish, and then takes the place of the tongue? Gather interesting
snippets of information whenever you come across them. You can take ideas
from nature, from history, from science, the news, video games, TikTok, the
things you see and hear on your way to school.

Then let things get weirder
Once you’ve chosen one of the nuggets you want to explore, it’s time to ask the
what if ? questions. What if horses had wings? What if kids could do magic?
What if that weird fish tongue parasite could grow in humans? What if
something was bigger/smaller/invisible? What if you mix animals together?
Or superpowers? Go wild with your ideas, the stranger the better. You can
always rein things in later if they go too weird.
Let your mind wander

This is the single most important thing you can do to flex your creative
writing muscle - daydream. Your imagination needs time to work, so getting bored
sometimes is ok. If you sit by a window and let your mind wander pretty soon
you’ll find a lot of new and interesting ideas pop up all by themselves. Just make
sure you have a notebook handy to jot down your best ideas!

Sarah Daniels writes stories from her
home in rural Lincolnshire. She is the
author of The Stranded duology,
coming Summer 2022.
Follow Sarah on Social Media:
Twitter: @SarahDanBooks

Instagram: @sarahdanielsbooks
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N e w Wr it i n g

by Emma Charlotte Green
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ate on a winter afternoon, when it’s dark and cloudy and the air smells
like rain, you can find Maisie swimming in the rippling warm waters of
the cove. The water is warm because of the dragon.
Maisie is there now, standing on the sandy shore, watching the dragon’s
magnificent orange body heat up the cove’s semi-circle of sea with its inner fire.
The dragon ducks her head under the folding wavelets and comes up again,
breathing out smoky breath that makes the water’s surface evaporate into steam.
Maisie cheers and laughs and dives in. Her own breath rises in cold puffs of fog
but the water is as warm as a bath.
The dragon’s richly coloured orange-gold scales glow even now in the low
afternoon light. She frolics in the cloud of steam her body sends up from the
water. She doesn’t breathe fire very often, even though she’d like to, because
where the dragon lives is surrounded by trees. It’s a wide green harbour, and on
the north side, a little to the west where the harbour becomes a river, is a small
island. It’s right opposite the creaky wooden stairs that lead up through a patch
of trees to Maisie’s backyard on the harbour’s northern shore. In fact, Maisie
could swim between the shore and the island if she wanted to, but most of the

time she rows over in a little boat. She lays the oars in the boat and ties it with
rope to a thick looping tree root before clambering out and hurrying up and over
the small tree-covered hill of the island to its other side, the dragon’s sandy
cove.
Maisie and the dragon swim there together in winter, like today, when the
bays and coves around the harbour are silent and empty, and all throughout the
rest of the year too. In summer, they can hear other swimmers’ yells and laughter
echoing across the water. But only Maisie has a dragon for company.
She found the dragon when she was eight years old, right in this very cove.

Maisie calls it Dragon Cove. It was early spring and she was practising rowing her
boat in circles around the little island when a streak of orange caught her eye.
Rowing closer to the sand, Maisie spotted the dragon. She was so small then, a
baby dragon, paddling strenuously to the island, croaking like a newborn bird.
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Maisie barely had time to be
shocked. She jumped into the
waist-deep water, tugging the
boat behind her as she waded

closer to the dragon. She held the
boat’s rope in her teeth and pulled
off the jacket she was wearing.
She laid the jacket on the floor of
the boat and, as carefully as she
could, lifted up the little dragon and placed her in the makeshift bed. Then, with
the rope back in her hands, Maisie dragged the boat gently to the sand of the
cove. She wrapped her jacket around the dragon and carried her up into the
shadow of the trees, where she found a perfectly sized nook at the base of a tree

trunk. She laid the dragon down softly, holding the dragon’s head like her aunt and
uncle did when they put Maisie’s baby cousin to bed, and watched her fall instantly
asleep.
That was four whole years ago. Now Maisie is twelve and the dragon is at
least three times bigger than she is. She soars over the harbour on her great
golden wings, up to the clouds and back down again to skim the water’s surface,
but she always comes back to the island. Maisie does too.
Occasionally, Maisie likes to row over to the dragon’s island as the sun is
going down. She sleeps there curled against the dragon in a hollow between three
trees. The smoke from the dragon’s breath keeps mosquitoes away in summer and
keeps Maisie warm and cosy in winter. The rising sun always wakes Maisie first.
But the dragon is always the first to fall asleep.
Maisie watches the smoke puffing out of the dragon’s nostrils with each

exhalation and, every time, the smoke starts to form shapes, like the pictures you
can sometimes see in clouds. Maisie never knows if the shapes are memories or
dreams, but they are always the same. There’s an old person with long hair and a
kind smile. A houseboat – Maisie can tell from the shape. A river bordered by
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swaying trees. And dragons, lots and lots of dragons. They are all different sizes
and, Maisie imagines, all different colours. Blue, rose, silver, turquoise, charcoal
grey, gleaming red. They fly with their smoke wings as the dragon sleeps. In the
morning, as the dragon blinks her sleepy orange eyes, Maisie never asks about the

houseboat or the person with long hair or the river … or the dragons. Maisie
doesn’t know where they are or where they came from, but she knows that one day,
maybe, the beautiful orange-gold dragon will fly off towards the horizon in search
of her dragon kin.

But for now it is winter and Maisie and the dragon are swimming. The
pictures in the dragon’s smoke are forgotten. Night has fallen and tiny golden
lights twinkle across from the other side of the harbour. A ferry gives a distant
honk and the wind rustles the trees that stand protectively over the cove.
Maisie gets out of the water and huddles in her towel, instantly cold. The
dragon follows, padding up the sand on her big, gentle clawed feet and shaking
her head like a dog. Wrapped up in a jumper and a scarf and thick fleecy pants,
Maisie kisses the dragon goodnight on the tip of her snout and skitters off over
the mound of the tiny island, back to her rowboat. She docks on the north side of

the harbour and hurries up the wooden steps to her house. Tomorrow, she’ll go
swimming with the dragon again.
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Interview

We caught up with author Maximilian
Hawker to chat about space, mental
health, and his debut novel,

Rory Hobble and The Voyage to
Haligogen
Can you tell us a little about your
novel, Rory Hobble and The
Voyage to Haligogen?
Eleven year-old Rory has it tough: he gets
upsetting thoughts all the time and they
won't go away – 'Obsessive Compulsive
Disorder (OCD)', the head doctors call it.
One night, Rory sees something impossible
in the sky: mysterious lights – artificial and
definitely not of earthly origin.
When his mum is abducted by the shadowy
Whiffetsnatcher, Rory – accompanied by
his space-faring social worker, Limmy –
travels beyond the Earth, chasing those
mysterious lights to the frozen ends of the
Solar System. Along the way he must
outwit a breakaway human civilisation
living on a Martian moon; survive the
threat of otherworldly monsters; and learn
to speak to alien whales. But his greatest
challenge will take all the courage he has,
not only to overcome his OCD, but to also
decide whether he wants to rescue an
abusive mother if he gets his chance…
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In your book, Rory deals with
personal issues like OCD and
struggles with intrusive thoughts.
What made you decide to include
these topics of mental health for a
book set in space?
Rory’s experience of OCD reflects my
own, as a child and as an adult. I don’t
really see many characters with the
condition in books for younger readers,
which is a shame as OCD is more common
than you might think. Space seemed an
exciting backdrop for Rory’s struggle with
his mental health, as OCD – and intrusive
thoughts – can be quite fantastical in
nature, so I felt the setting had to be
equally so. In many ways, Rory’s
four-billion-mile journey mirrors his
internal journey of building his courage
and coming to terms with his OCD.

Your novel is beautifully written
with such vivid details of other
planets and spacecraft! Did you
have to do a lot of research to come
up with these details, or were they
already in your head?

the website move upwards towards 100% is
pretty addictive and it created a massive
buzz. It also led to me getting into contact
with other supportive authors, such as
Onjali Q. Rauf. However, it is a very tiring
process and not for the faint of heart.
Unbound has allowed this book to reach so
many readers though and I am delighted
about that.

I take great enjoyment in description. I
want my readers to see exactly what I’m
seeing and really soak up the imagery. I
have a number of books about space at
home that I enjoy reading with my
What advice would you give to any
children, and I certainly turned to those to
aspiring writers interested in
get an impression of what I would be
writing about space and/or sci-fi?
describing. My other influences have been
Space/sci-fi is an open canvas for doing
film, TV series and games
anything you want, as far as
but, for the most part,
Space/sci-fi is an open I’m concerned – that can be
my descriptions come
from a sudden burst of
canvas for doing anything you both intoxicating and
intimidating. What worked
excitement about how to
want… that can be both
for me was, before I started
describe something as
intoxicating and
writing, I created a world for
uniquely as I can –
the story and mapped out a
intimidating.
sometimes the adrenaline
history, a geography, a
from a single, precise
culture and a mythology. Having read so
description pushes me to fly through the
many sci-fi books, watched so many sci-fi
writing of a whole chapter.
shows/films and played so many sci-fi
games, I was spoilt for inspiration and
wanted to do something that I’d never read
Your route to publication has been
slightly different from traditional
or seen before. Immersing yourself in the
methods. Can you tell us anything
sci-fi of other people can really be a great
about the process that you’ve
drive for having a go yourself, so I’d
enjoyed, or even disliked?
recommend doing that. I’d also recommend
deciding early on whether you want your
My publisher, Unbound, is the world’s first
book to play to realism or to be more
crowdfunding publisher and, once they’ve
fantasy. If you like realism, then you may
looked at your book and decided that they
enjoy researching the science behind
want to publish it, you have to run a
whatever it is you are writing about, but if
successful crowdfunding campaign to cover
you want fantasy then you can break
certain costs and build an audience. In a
conventional rules and maybe have a bit
year, I managed to crowdfund over £7,000
more fun!
and build an audience, which was very
exciting. Watching your percentage sign on

“
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What do you love most about
writing and/or writing for
children?
At heart, I’m a very immature human being
and I love to tell stories. That being said, I
also love the challenge of exploring
complex and mature themes in a way that is
accessible for a younger reader. I can’t
think of anything better than creating a
fantastical world that readers can feel safe
to settle in and work their way through
difficult ideas about childhood. The world
in which we live is quite a tough place, at
times, and many children have to deal with
scary situations that would frighten even
the toughest adult. I want to connect with
those children, in particular, and let them
know they are not alone. I also want every
other child to understand the challenges of
being in that situation.

whatever it is that you enjoy reading – if
it’s not a book then that’s fine as well.
PB

TRY MAXIMILIAN’S

Writing prompt :
Imagine that a friend of yours told you
that they have OCD. What questions
would you want to ask them if they said
they were comfortable to talk about it?
What could you do to support them and
let them know you are a safe person to
talk to?
We’d love to read what you come up with.
Send your writing to:
paperboundmagazine@outlook.com.

Maximilian Hawker

Sum up your book in three words:

Epic,
Empowering,
Alien.
Are there any other middle grade or
YA books out there that you
particularly love and would
recommend to our readers?
One of my all-time favourites is Goodnight
Mister Tom by Michelle Magorian, which is
– to my mind, at least – the perfect book.
Another I think is utterly fantastic is Little
Bits of Sky by S.E. Durrant. I would also
recommend anything by Onjali Q. Rauf
and Lisa Thompson, and A Kind of Spark
by Elle McNicoll. Importantly though, read
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Maximilian Hawker
is a social worker
and writer from
Croydon in SouthEast London where
he lives with his
wife, daughters and
two black cats. He
has suffered with OCD since
childhood and does advocacy work for
the charity OCD Action when he can.

Rory Hobble and The Voyage to
Haligogen (Unbound) is available
NOW in paperback and eBook in the
UK, and eBook worldwide.
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Crossword: ACROSS 2) Trains 4) Terciel and Elinor 6) Milton 7) Space DOWN 1) Fantasy 3) Toby 5) Enola Holmes 6) Medusa
Anagrams: 1) Midwinter Witch 2) The Mermaid, the Witch, and the Sea 3) The Gilded Ones 4) Amari and the Night Brothers
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